This document constitutes an Addendum to the agreement between RGV School Districts and RGV Institutions of Higher Education executed in 2014.

The objective of the Addendum is to describe the changes to the requirement in sections 3.D.ix and 3.D.x.

3. **Support and Services.** Under this Addendum RGV School Districts and the RGV IHEs agree to the following conditions under

D. RGV School Districts agree to the following for both the mathematics and English language arts courses:
   
   ix. To administer the RGV IHEs’ final assessments(s), which will compose at least 30% of the final course grade;
   
   x. To accept completion of the college preparatory course(s) and demonstration of readiness, by the RGV IHEs, the student’s overall grade for the course must be at least 70 or higher;

All terms and provisions from the original MOU also apply to this Addendum.

**This Addendum is effective upon notification to RGV IHEs and RGV ISDs on May 22, 2017.**